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Abstract— The multiview video coding (MVC) adopts hierar-
chical B picture prediction structure and offers many prediction
modes to effectively remove the spatial, temporal, and inter-view
redundancies inherited in multiview video (MVV), but at the
price of extremely high computational complexity. To address
this problem, a fast MVC method by jointly using adaptive pre-
diction structure (APS) and hierarchical mode decision (HMD)
is proposed in this paper. The complexity reduction is achieved
by: 1) designing four APSs for different MVV contents based
on the fact that the contribution of the inter-view prediction
varies from sequence to sequence and 2) developing an HMD
scheme based on the observation that the relationship between
the rate distortion (RD) cost and size of prediction mode is a
unimodal function. In particular, for the current group of picture
of the input MVV, the prediction structure is adaptively selected
based on its characteristic, which is measured by the ratio of
the average RD cost of the base view frames to the sum of the
average RD cost of the base view frames and that of anchor
frames in nonbase views, and then an HMD scheme is further
performed to skip the checking process of those unlikely modes.
The experimental results have shown that compared with the
exhaustive mode decision in the MVC, the proposed algorithm
achieves a reduction of the computational complexity by 83.49%
on average, whereas incurring only a 0.086 dB loss in Bjontegaard
delta peak signal-to-noise ratio and 2.97% increment on the total
Bjontegaard delta bit rate.

Index Terms— Inter-view prediction, mode decision, multiview
video coding (MVC), prediction structure, temporal prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, the multiview video (MVV) has received
more and more attentions, since it can offer users a

more interactive, realistic, and immersive multimedia expe-
rience [1], [2]. For example, as typical MVV systems, 3DTV
provides the users with the depth perception of the scene,
whereas free viewpoint TV allows the users to interactively
select the viewpoint of the scene. The MVV is acquired
by multiple cameras that simultaneously capture the same
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scene from different viewpoints. Obviously, the volume of the
MVV data increases with the number of views; therefore, it
is very challenging to store and transmit the MVV for the
practical applications. For that reason, the joint video team
standardization body, which is composed of ITU-T VCEG and
ISO/IEC MPEG standard committees, has developed the mul-
tiview video coding (MVC) as an extension of the H.264/AVC
standard [3]. In the MVC, many prediction techniques, such
as various prediction modes, hierarchical B pictures (HBP)
prediction structure [4], enhanced intra prediction, motion
estimation (ME), disparity estimation (DE), and so forth, are
used to effectively remove the spatial, temporal, and inter-
view redundancies inherited in the MVV, but at the expense
of heavy computational load, which becomes the bottleneck of
the real applications. Therefore, how to reduce the encoding
complexity while maintaining almost the same coding effi-
ciency has become the key issue of encoding optimization for
any practical MVC realization.

Many methods have been developed to reduce the
computational complexity of the MVC. In our viewpoints,
they can be categorized into two classes, as follows. The
first one aims to adaptively modify prediction structure for
skipping the unnecessary temporal or inter-view prediction
[5]– [8]. Merkle et al. [5] proposed several simplified
prediction structures, in which the reference frames of the
nonanchor frames are adaptively reduced and the special
anchor prediction structure is designed. However, the rate
distortion (RD) performance is significantly degraded,
especially for sequences with strong inter-view correlation.
Zhang et al. [6] proposed an adaptive MVC scheme based
on the analysis of spatiotemporal correlation. Based on
the observation that the contribution of DE to the coding
efficiency varies from sequence to sequence, the scalable
prediction structure to adaptively skip the DE process was
suggested in [7] and [8]. However, the encoding time-saving
gain is highly dependent on the content of the input MVV.

The second class is to suggest a fast mode decision
method for reducing the number of candidate prediction modes
required to be checked. It is known that fast mode decision
methods have been well-studied for H.264/AVC encoding opti-
mization [9]–[12]. Wu et al. [9] presented a fast mode decision
method using the spatial homogeneity and temporal stationary.
Yu et al. [10] designed three sequential decision stages to early
detect SKIP mode, large block-sized modes, and small block-
sized modes, respectively. Zeng et al. [11] proposed a method
to only check those more likely modes based on the motion
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activity of each macroblock (MB).Zeng et al. [12] proposed
a hierarchical intra-mode decision, in which the candidate
modes are selected according to their Hadamard distances
and prediction directions. Although these fast mode decision
methods for H.264/AVC can be directly applied on the MVC,
their performances are not so good as those fast mode decision
methods that are particularly designed for the MVC, because
they are specifically developed for the single-view encoder
H.264/AVC without considering the inter-view correlation
inherited in the MVV. Therefore, it is very essential to develop
fast mode decision methods specifically for the MVC and
some of the most recent ones are highlighted as follows
[13]–[19]. Han and Lee [13] proposed a fast mode decision
method for the MVC by exploiting the global disparity vector
(GDV) and region partition information. Ding et al. [14]
proposed a content-aware prediction algorithm to efficiently
reduce the computational complexity of prediction process by
reusing RD cost, coding modes, and motion vectors among
corresponding MBs in the neighboring view. Peng et al. [15]
proposed a three-stage early termination method using multi-
ple dynamic thresholds, which are calculated via the derived
formulas obtained from multiple MVV sequences with various
kinds of motion contents. Shen et al. [16] proposed a low-
complexity mode decision algorithm for the MVC. In this
method, the GDV-based neighbor mode prediction, RD cost-
based early termination, and all zero block detection are jointly
employed in inter-view mode decision to fasten encoding
process. Zeng et al. [17] proposed a mode correlation-based
mode decision algorithm for the MVC, in which early SKIP
mode decision, weighted neighbor prediction, and motion-
activity-based mode classification techniques are exploited to
reduce the computational load. Zhang et al. [18] proposed an
early SKIP termination model by adaptively adjusting the RD
cost threshold according to quantization parameter (QP) and
video contents. To find a good tradeoff between reduction and
decision performance, a hybrid optimal stopping model for the
MVC was developed in [19]. In this method, the mode prob-
abilities and time proportions in inter-view mode decision are
investigated to theoretically achieve a good tradeoff between
the complexity reduction and RD maintenance.

In this paper, a more efficient fast MVC algorithm is
proposed by jointly utilizing adaptive prediction structure
(APS) and hierarchical mode decision (HMD). Initially, four
prediction structures are developed so that the proper predic-
tion structure can be adaptively selected for each group of
picture (GOP) in the input MVV according to its charac-
teristic, which is measured by the relationship between the
average RD cost of the frames in base view and that of
the anchor frames in nonbase views. Then, based on the
observation that the relationship between the RD cost and
size of prediction mode is a unimodal function (i.e., only
one minimum), an HMD scheme is designed to select and
check those more likely candidate modes. The experimental
results have shown that the proposed algorithm is able to
significantly reduce the computational complexity while keep-
ing almost the same coding efficiency, compared with that
of the MVC.

Fig. 1. HBP prediction structure used in the MVC.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the proposed fast MVC algorithm that jointly uses
APS and HMD in detail. Extensive simulation results are doc-
umented and discussed in Section III. Finally, the conclusion
is drawn in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED FAST MVC ALGORITHM

USING APS AND HMD

A. Proposed APS

The MVV intrinsically contains not only the intra-view
(i.e., spatial and temporal) correlation in each view, but also
substantial inter-view correlation between two neighboring
views. To efficiently exploit the intra-view and inter-view
correlations, the MVC adopts the HBP hybrid prediction
structure proposed by Heinrich Hertz Institute as the pre-
diction structure, due to its superior compression ability [4].
Fig. 1 illustrates the HBP prediction structure with eight
views (denoted by Vi ,for i = 0, 1, . . . , 7) and the length
of GOP is 12 (denoted by Ti , for i = 0, 1, . . . , 11).
In this HBP prediction structure, there are two types of
frames: 1) anchor frames (i.e., T0 and T12) and 2) nonan-
chor frames (i.e., Ti , for i = 1, . . . , 11). Moreover, there
are three kinds of views: 1) base view (i.e., V0), which
is encoded independently; 2) main views (i.e., V2, V4,
and V6), in which only temporal prediction via ME is per-
formed for the nonanchor frames; and 3) auxiliary views
(i.e., V1, V3, V5, and V7), in which both temporal prediction
via ME and inter-view prediction via DE are used for the
nonanchor frames.

Besides spatial and temporal predictions, the HBP predic-
tion structure exploits inter-view prediction, which is the new
feature of the MVC, to improve its RD performance, but
inevitably introduce tremendous computational load. More-
over, since different MVV has different temporal and inter-
view correlations, the introduction of inter-view prediction
may have no effect in many cases. For example, if a MVV
sequence contains only homogeneous background and slow-
motion objects, its temporal correlation will be much stronger
than its inter-view correlation, thus, the inter-view prediction
is almost unused. Therefore, the prediction structure of the
MVC should be adaptive to the MVV content. Moreover, even
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Fig. 2. Temporal prediction structure in the base view of HBP prediction
structure.

within the same GOP of an input MVV sequence, the temporal
correlation between current frame and its temporal reference
frame will usually be decreased when their frame distance
increases. Hence, the contribution of inter-view prediction to
the improvement of coding efficiency varies not only from
sequence to sequence, but also from frame to frame. In other
words, for some MVV frames, whose temporal correlation is
stronger than inter-view correlation, the inter-view prediction
via DE is rarely used (i.e., few MBs in these frames select
inter-view prediction via DE as their optimal prediction) but
only results in a lot of undesired computational overhead.
Therefore, it is desirable to introducean APS to remove
those unnecessary inter-view predictions so as to reduce the
computational complexity of the MVC while still keeping its
RD performance almost unchanged.

To design an APS, the influence of temporal correlation
of the MVV sequence on prediction structure is investigated.
Fig. 2 shows the temporal prediction structure in the base view
of the HBP prediction structure as an example, in which the
length of GOP is equal to 12 [7]. Similar temporal prediction
structure can be applied on other views. In Fig. 2, the anchor
frame is defined as the basic temporal level (TL), i.e., temporal
level identification (TLID) = 0, and the nonanchor frames
are separated into four classes according to their TLs, i.e.,
TLID = 1, 2, 3, 4. The TLID of the current frame is decided
based on the frame distance between the current frame and
its forward reference one. The higher the TLID of the current
frame is, the shorter distance between the current frame and
its forward reference one will be. In addition, the maximum
TL number can be calculated by

TLmax = �log2 GOPlength� (1)

where GOPlength is the length of GOP, and �x� represents the
minimum integer being larger than or equal to x .

From Fig. 2, one can see that the frame distance between
the current frame and its reference frame changes TL by TL.
Consequently, the temporal correlation varies from TL to TL,
so the contribution of the inter-view prediction via DE to
the improvement of coding efficiency changes TL by TL.
To verify this intuition, extensive experiments are conducted
using multiple MVV sequences listed in Table I [20] to
investigate the hit rate of temporal prediction via ME and
that of inter-view prediction via DE in various TLs. The
test conditions are described as follows: each test sequence
is encoded using the HBP prediction structure under a GOP
length = 12, various QP values (i.e., 28, 30, 32, 34, and 36) are

TABLE I

MVV SEQUENCES

TABLE II

HIT RATE OF TEMPORAL PREDICTION VIA ME

AND INTER-VIEW PREDICTION VIA DE

used, rate distortion optimization (RDO) and CABAC entropy
coding are enabled, and the search range of ME and DE is
±64. The results are documented in Table II, in which RT

and RV individually denote the hit rate of temporal prediction
via ME and that of inter-view prediction via DE, and they can
be computed as

RT = NT

NT + NV
× 100%, RV = NV

NT + NV
× 100% (2)

where NT and NV denote the hit counter of temporal pre-
diction via ME and that of inter-view prediction via DE,
respectively. For each MB in the given frame at chosen TL
of the input MVV sequence, if its optimal prediction is inter-
view prediction via DE, NV is plus by 1; on the contrary, if
its optimal prediction is temporal prediction via ME, NT is
plus by 1.

From Table II, it can be seen that the hit rate of inter-view
prediction via DE, RV , changes not only from sequence to
sequence, but also from TL to TL. For instance, RV on all
TLs of sequence Vassar is very low, which means that the
contribution of inter-view prediction via DE on Vassar is very
limited. In this case, skipping inter-view prediction via DE will
only incur negligible loss on RD performance but significantly
save computational time. The logic behind is that Vassar is
a low motion sequence, in which its temporal correlation
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Fig. 3. Four candidate prediction structures. (a) PS1: prediction structure for the temporal correlation dominant sequences. (b) PS2: prediction structure for
the weak inter-view correlation sequences. (c) PS3: prediction structure for the moderate inter-view correlation sequences. (d) PS4: prediction structure for
the inter-view correlation dominant sequences.

is much stronger than inter-view correlation; therefore, most
of the MBs will exploit the temporal prediction via ME
rather than inter-view prediction via DE to perform prediction
encoding. On the contrary, RV on all TLs of sequence Xmas is
very high, because its inter-view correlation is much stronger
than its temporal correlation. Consequently, most of the MBs
will select the inter-view prediction via DE as their optimal
prediction. Therefore, whether inter-view prediction via DE
should be used is dependent on the degree of inter-view
correlation existed in the input MVV sequence.

1In this light, we categorize MVV sequences into four
classes. First, temporal correlation dominant sequences, which
usually contain motionless or slow-motion objects and have
much stronger temporal correlation than inter-view correlation,
e.g., Vassar. For this kind of sequences, the contribution of
inter-view prediction via DE to coding efficiency is negligible
for all the TLs, compared with that of temporal prediction via
ME. Second, weak inter-view correlation sequences, in which
the inter-view correlation is weak compared with the temporal
correlation, e.g., Ballroom. For this kind of sequences, if
the reference frame is the closer neighbors of current frame
(i.e., TLID = 3 or TLID = 4), the effect of inter-view
prediction via DE is negligible. Third, moderate inter-view

correlation sequences, in which the inter-view correlation is
comparable with the temporal correlation, e.g., Race1. In this
case, if its forward reference frame is the nearest neighbor
of current frame (i.e., TLID = 4), the inter-view prediction
via DE has insignificant effect. Fourth, inter-view correlation
dominant sequences, in which the inter-view correlation is
much stronger than the temporal correlation, e.g., Xmas.
In this case, the inter-view prediction via DE is indispensable.

Based on the above analysis, four prediction structures
are developed to adaptively skip some unnecessary inter-
view prediction according to the characteristic of the input
MVV so that the computational load can be greatly reduced.
Fig. 3 shows four proposed candidate prediction structures
corresponding to the aforementioned four MVV sequences
categorizations. First, for the temporal correlation dominant
sequences, the prediction structure denoted as PS1 is designed
and shown in Fig. 3(a). Since the temporal correlation is
reigning in this case, inter-view prediction is removed from all
nonanchor frames in PS1. As a result, the computational com-
plexity for encoding this class of MVV can be significantly
reduced, compared with the original HBP prediction structure.
Second, for the weak inter-view correlation sequences, the
prediction structure denoted as PS2 is provided and illustrated
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Fig. 4. Hit rate of the inter-view prediction via DE, RV under different
frame number.

in Fig. 3(b), in which only inter-view prediction for frames in
TLID = 1 and TLID = 2 is enabled and the computational
load is thus reduced. Third, for the moderate inter-view corre-
lation sequences, the proposed prediction structure denoted as
PS3 is offered and presented in Fig. 3(c). In PS3, the inter-view
prediction is removed only for frames in TLID = 4. Fourth,
for the inter-view correlation dominant sequences, since the
inter-view prediction plays a very important role in improving
the coding efficiency, the original HBP prediction structure
[denoted as PS4 and shown in Fig. 3(d)] is adopted.

In addition, experimental results also show that the degree
of inter-view correlation will vary from frame to frame due
to the change of their TL and contents. Fig. 4 shows the
result of Race1 at QP = 32 as an example to investigate the
relationship between the hit rate of the inter-view prediction
via DE, RV , and the frame number. From this figure, it is
easy to see that RV of any anchor frame is always equal to
100%, as only inter-view prediction is enabled in this case.
It can be further observed that the inter-view correlation is
very strong (i.e., RV is quite high) from the first to fifth
and eighth to tenth GOPs, because these frames contain fast
moving objects or scene change. As the speed of the moving
objects slows down, the temporal correlation becomes stronger
and stronger in the remaining GOPs. To optimize the coding
performance of the MVC, the proper prediction structure,
which is adaptive to the change within the MVV sequence,
is preferred. Considering that the GOP is the basic encoding
structure for the MVC, we use a GOP as the unit to refresh
the prediction structure in this paper.

Now, the problem becomes how to determine the suitable
prediction structure for a GOP in a given MVV sequence. Note
that the hit rate of temporal prediction via ME, RT , can be
taken as the measure of the degree of temporal correlation and
thus served as the prediction structure switching parameter.
If RT were known in advance, the prediction structure could
be simply decided by (3) according to the above analysis

PS =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

PS1, if RT 1 ≤ RT

PS2, if RT 2 ≤ RT < RT 1

PS3, if RT 3 ≤ RT < RT 2

PS4, if RT < RT 3

(3)

where three thresholds RT 1 = 90%, RT 2 = 80%, and
RT 3 = 60% are empirically determined based on the exper-

Fig. 5. Relationship between the hit rate of the temporal prediction via ME,
RT, and prediction structure switching parameter, η.

imental results as shown in Table II. However, the hit rate
of temporal prediction via ME, RT , is unavailable before
encoding. To address this issue, we further investigate four
proposed prediction structures in Fig. 3. From this figure, it is
easy to see that their coding structures of the base view and
anchor frames are exactly the same, as the base view encoding
only exploits temporal prediction via ME and the encoding of
the anchor frames in nonbase views only uses the inter-view
prediction via DE. Moreover, when the given MVV sequence
has stronger temporal correlation, the temporal prediction
via ME will be more efficient. Consequently, the resulted
average RD cost of the base view frames will decrease.
Similarly, when the given MVV sequence has stronger inter-
view correlation, the average RD cost of the anchor frames
in nonbase views will also decrease. These two average RD
costs are the monotonic functions of temporal correlation and
inter-view correlation, respectively. Therefore, the prediction
structure can be determined based on the relationship between
the average RD cost of the base view frames and that of
the anchor frames in nonbase views. For that, the frames in
base view and the anchor frames in nonbase views of a given
GOP must be encoded in advance to get the corresponding
average RD costs so as to decide its prediction structure.
Since the encoding results of the frames in base view and that
of the anchor frames in nonbase views can be reused in the
subsequent encoding process, the computation load introduced
by prediction structure decision is almost negligible.

Let JBB and JAB be the average RD cost of the base
view frames and that of the anchor frames in nonbase views
of current GOP, respectively. Then, the prediction structure
switching parameter, η, can be defined as

η = JBB

JBB + JAB
× 100%. (4)

To decide the thresholds of the prediction structure switch-
ing parameter η for selecting the suitable prediction structure,
the relationship between the hit rate of temporal prediction
via ME, RT , and the prediction structure switching parame-
ter, η, is studied. For that, extensive simulation experiments
are conducted using different MVV sequences as shown in
Table I and the results are shown in Fig. 5 as blue triangles.
It is easy to find the relationship between η and RT can be
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mathematically modeled as an exponential function with (5)
and drawn as the red line in Fig. 5

η = A · exp(B · RT ) + C (5)

where A = 7.1993, B = 1.7100, and C = 18.4167.
Consequently, the prediction structure determination equation
(3) can be replaced by

PS =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

PS1, if η1 ≤ η

PS2, if η2 ≤ η < η1

PS3, if η3 ≤ η < η2

PS4, if η < η3

(6)

and thresholds η1 = 51.96%, η2 = 46.59%, and η3 = 38.50%
can be individually calculated from the corresponding RT 1,
RT 2, and RT 3 by using (5).

Based on the above analysis, the proposed APS method
for the current GOP in the given MVV sequence can be
summarized as follows:

1) encode all the frames in the base view and calculate
their average RD cost, JBB;

2) encode the anchor frames in the nonbase views and
calculate their average RD cost, JAB;

3) calculate the prediction structure switching parameter η
based on (4);

4) select the most suitable prediction structure according
to (6);

5) exploit the selected prediction structure to encode the
remaining frames [i.e., those frames except that have
been coded in Steps (1) and (2) in the current GOP].

Note that the proposed APS method can well eliminate
the computational overload introduced by the unnecessary
inter-view prediction. To further reduce the computational
complexity, fast mode decision must be taken into account.
For that, a novel HMD method is proposed in the following
subsection.

B. Proposed HMD

In addition to the HBP prediction structure, the MVC
employs various prediction modes and exhaustive mode deci-
sion to achieve high coding efficiency. In MVC, not only the
temporal prediction via variable block size ME as did in the
H.264/AVC, which refers to the reference frames in the same
view, is used to exploit the temporal correlation within a single
view, but also the new technique—the inter-view prediction via
variable block size DE, which refers to the reference frames
in the neighboring views, is incorporated to employ the inter-
view correlation between neighboring views. In other words,
different from H.264/AVC, for each block size, the MVC has
two kinds of reference frames: 1) the temporal reference frame
from the same view and 2) the inter-view reference frame from
the neighboring view. In particular, unlike H.264/AVC, for
each block size, the MVC individually performs the temporal
prediction via ME and the inter-view prediction via DE to
compute their RD costs. In addition, the resulted RD costs
are compared to select the reference frame with the minimum
RD cost as the optimal one. The above-mentioned variable

Fig. 6. Variable block sizes for ME and DE in the MVC.

TABLE III

DISTRIBUTION OF THE OPTIMAL MODE IN MVC

TABLE IV

MODE CLASSES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING MODES

block sizes are 16 × 16, 16 × 8, 8 × 16, 8 × 8, 8 × 4, 4 × 8,
and 4 × 4, and the last four block sizes are jointly referred
to P8 × 8, as shown in Fig. 6 [11]. Meanwhile, sophisticated
intra prediction [12], including intra 4 × 4, intra 8 × 8, and
intra 16 × 16 (jointly denoted as Intra in this paper), is used
to remove the spatial redundancy in the MVV. Accordingly,
there are 11 candidate modes for inter-frame coding: 1) SKIP;
2) inter 16 × 16; 3) inter 16 × 8; 4) inter 8 × 16; 5) inter
8 × 8; 6) inter 8 × 4; 7) inter 4 × 8; 8) inter 4 × 4; 9) intra
4 × 4; 10) intra 8 × 8; and 11) intra 16 × 16. Note that
these prediction modes are designed for adapting to different
MVV contents. For example, SKIP mode is more suitable
for the large homogeneous region with motionless or slow
motion, whereas small block sizes (i.e., P8 × 8) are better
fit for the region with fast motion. To identify the optimal
mode for the current MB, all the above-mentioned modes are
individually checked based on Lagrangian RDO function [21]
and the mode with the minimum RD cost will be selected as
the optimal one. This is commonly referred as the exhaustive
mode decision. Consequently, the computational complexity
for the mode decision process in the MVC is very high and a
fast mode decision method has been considered as an effective
solution to reduce the computational complexity.

By exploiting exhaustive mode decision in MVC on a set
of MVV sequences listed in Table I, we study the distribution
of optimal mode in the MVC, and the results are shown in
Table III. The test conditions are described as follows: each
test sequence is encoded using the HBP prediction structure
under a GOP length = 12, QP = 20, 26, 32, and 38,
respectively, RDO and CABAC entropy coding are enabled,
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Fig. 7. Relationship between the RD cost and the size of prediction modes under various optimal prediction modes. (a) SKIP mode (i.e., mode class 0) is the
optimal mode. (b) Inter 16×16 (i.e., mode class 1) is the optimal mode. (c) Inter 16 × 8/8 × 16 (i.e., mode class 2) is the optimal mode. (d) Inter 8 × 8 (i.e., mode
class 3) is the optimal mode. (e) Inter 8 × 4/4 × 8 (i.e., mode class 4) is the optimal mode. (f) Inter 4 × 4/Intra (i.e., mode class 5) is the optimal mode.

and the search range of ME and DE is ±64. This paper
clearly indicates that the SKIP mode has the highest possibility
to be the optimal mode, especially for those sequences con-
taining no-motion object or only slow-motion contents. This
is because the large homogeneous regions with no motion
or slow motion are often encountered in the nature video
sequences. Meanwhile, inter 16 × 16 has the second priority
to be the optimal mode; inter 16 × 8 and inter 8 × 16 have
similar possibility to be the optimal mode; P8 × 8 (namely,
inter 8 × 8, inter 8×4, inter 4 × 8, and inter 4 × 4) occupies
lower proportion. It can be further observed that when the size
of prediction mode decreases (e.g., from inter 16 ×16 to inter
P8 × 8), the possibility to be optimal mode decreases while
the computational complexity dramatically increases. Hence,
it would be desirable to develop a fast mode decision method
for MVC to skip those unlikely small block-sized modes as
early as possible.

For that, we analyze the relationship between the RD cost
and the prediction modes. In MVC, the RD cost for each
prediction mode is computed as

RdCost = D + λ · R

= D + λ · R(residual + head_information)

= D + λ · R(residual) + λ · R(head_information)

(7)

where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, D is the distortion
between the original block and the reconstructed block, and
R denotes the bits required for coding the residual and

head information. Furthermore, according to the size of each
prediction mode, all prediction modes can be classified into
six mode classes. Note that although the SKIP mode and
inter 16 × 16 mode have the same size (i.e., 16 × 16), their
functions are different and the SKIP mode is thus treated as a
special mode class. Besides, the intra modes are merged into
inter 4 × 4, as they are all effective and suitable for coding the
dense textual region. Table IV describes the mode classes and
their corresponding modes, in which the size of prediction
modes decreases with the class number n. By investigating
the RD cost via varying the size of prediction mode, one can
find that decreasing the size of prediction mode will improve
the prediction accuracy and thus turn out a smaller residual.
Therefore, it can be seen from (7) that this will reduce the RD
cost. On the other hand, decreasing the size of prediction mode
needs more prediction vectors and will inevitably cost more
bits due to the increment of head information. Hence, from
(7), one can see that this will increase the RD cost. To analyze
the net contribution by reducing the size of prediction mode
(i.e., the mode class number changes from n to n + 1), let
RdCost(n) be the average RD cost of the modes in the mode
class n, �Dn denotes the reduced RD cost resulted from
the improvement of prediction accuracy, and �Vn means the
increased RD cost resulted from the increment of bit budget
for encoding more head information. Hence, the relationship
between the RD cost of class number n and n + 1 can be
represented by

RdCost(n + 1) = RdCost(n) − �Dn + �Vn . (8)
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TABLE V

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED APS AND THE PROPOSED HMD, RESPECTIVELY

Obviously, if �Dn > �Vn , the usage of smaller block-
sized prediction mode will reduce the RD cost and thus be
helpful to improve the coding efficiency. Further investigation
reveals that when �Dn < �Vn , the residual has become quite
small, which is hard to further depress by reducing the size of
prediction mode. In this case, if we continue to increase the
class number n (i.e., reduce the size of prediction mode), the
gain introduced by �Dn is very limited; however, the number
of prediction vectors is increased by the geometric progression.
Therefore, if �Dn < �Vn , we usually have �Dn+i < �Vn+i .
In other words, RdCost(n) is a unimodal function with only
one minimum. To verify this observation, we conduct exten-
sive experiments based on the exhaustive mode decision and a
set of MVV sequences listed in Table I to study the relation-
ship between the RD cost and size of prediction modes (i.e.,

the mode classes). Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between
the RD cost of different block-sized modes and class number n
under various optimal modes. One can see that no matter what
optimal prediction mode is, RdCost(n) is always a unimodal
function (i.e., only one minimum). Based on this observation,
an HMD method is proposed by checking the early termination
condition as listed in (9); that is, if RdCost(n + 1) is larger
than RdCost(n), the modes in class n is the optimal mode and
the checking process of the remaining modes can be early
terminated

RdCost(n + 1) > RdCost(n). (9)

Based on the above analysis, the proposed HMD method
for the current MB is summarized as follows.
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TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON VARIOUS MVV SEQUENCES

1) Calculate the RD cost of the SKIP mode (i.e., mode
class 0), RdCost(0).

2) Calculate the RD cost of inter 16 × 16 (i.e., mode
class 1), RdCost(1). If RdCost(1) > RdCost(0), choose
SKIP mode as the optimal mode, and go to Step 7).

3) Calculate the RD cost of inter 16 × 8 and inter 8 × 16
(i.e., mode class 2), set the one with the smaller RD cost
as mode 2, and the corresponding RD cost as RdCost(2).
If RdCost(2) > RdCost(1), choose inter 16 × 16 as the
optimal mode, and go to Step 7).

4) Calculate the RD cost of inter 8×8 (i.e., mode class 3),
RdCost(3). If RdCost(3) > RdCost(2), take mode 2 as
the optimal mode, and go to Step 7).

5) Calculate the RD cost of inter 8 × 4 and inter
4 × 8 (i.e., mode class 4), set the one with the
smaller RD cost as mode 4, and the corresponding
RD cost as RdCost(4). If RdCost(4) > RdCost(3),
choose inter 8 × 8 as the optimal mode, and go to
Step 7).

6) Calculate the RD cost of inter 4×4 and intra-prediction
modes (i.e., mode class 5), set the one with the smaller
RD cost as mode 5, and the corresponding RD cost as
RdCost(5). If RdCost(5) > RdCost(4), choose mode 4
as the optimal mode; otherwise, choose mode 5 as the
optimal mode.

7) Proceed to the mode decision of the next MB.
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TABLE VII

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON VARIOUS MVV SEQUENCES

C. Proposed Algorithm
In summary, the proposed fast MVC algorithm using APS

and HMD can be described as follows

1) For each input GOP in the given MVV, encode all
the frames in the base view and the anchor frames
in nonbase views using the proposed HMD method
presented in Section II-B.

2) Calculate the prediction structure switching parame-
ter and then choose the most suitable prediction
structure using the proposed APS method presented in
Section II-A.

3) Based on the selected prediction structure, encode the
remaining frames in the current GOP using the proposed
HMD method presented in Section II-B.

It is worth noting that the proposed APS method is
specifically developed for the HBP prediction structure as
shown in Fig. 1, whereas the proposed HMD method is
applicable to any prediction structures. Therefore, for the
MVC that exploits the prediction structure other than the
HBP prediction structure as shown in Fig. 1, the proposed
APS method is not available and only the HMD method
will be performed to reduce the computational complexity of
the MVC.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm, extensive experiments are conducted based on
MVC reference software, JMVC 8.3.1 [22], on multiple MVV
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Fig. 8. RD curves of two MVV sequences. (a) Exit. (b) Jungle.

sequences with different motion activities and resolutions.
Eight views from each test sequence are chosen for simulation.
View 0 is used as the base view, views 2, 4, and 6 are used
as the main views, and views 1, 3, 5, and 7 are used as
the auxiliary views. In addition, the test conditions are set
as follows:

1) each test sequence is encoded using the HBP prediction
structure under the GOP length = 12;

2) the QP is set at 20, 26, 32, and 38, respectively;
3) the RDO is enabled;
4) the CABAC entropy coding is used;
5) the search range of ME and DE is ±96;
6) frames coded is first 2 GOPs × 8 views;
7) the coding view order is 0–2–1–4–3–6–5–7;
8) the number of reference frames is two.
In this paper, the experiments consist of two parts: 1) the

performances of the proposed APS described in Section II-A
and the proposed HMD described in Section II-B are analyzed
on the auxiliary views and shown in Table V and 2) the
performance comparison between the proposed fast MVC
algorithm (i.e., jointly using APS and HMD) and three
state-of-the-art methods, including [16], [17], and [19], are
conducted on the auxiliary views and shown in Tables VI
and VII, respectively. Note that each method is compared
with the exhaustive mode decision in MVC and three
performance evaluation indexes are used: 1) TS (%) measures
the complexity reduction; 2) �PSNR (dB) measures the
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) change; and 3) �BR (%)
measures the bit rate change. They can be computed as

TS = Tproposed − TJMVC

TJMVC
× 100%

�PSNR = PSNRproposed − PSNRJMVC

�BR = BRproposed − BRJMVC

BRJMVC
× 100% (10)

where TJMVC, PSNRJMVC, and BRJMVC are the encoding
time, PSNR, and bit rate resulted from the exhaustive mode
decision in MVC; Tproposed, PSNRproposed, and BRproposed
are the encoding time, PSNR, and bit rate resulted from

the corresponding fast mode decision methods (e.g., those
methods reported in [16], [17], and [19] and the proposed
algorithm). Moreover, the Bjontegaard delta PSNR (BDPSNR)
and Bjontegaard delta bit rate (BDBR) [23] (the row with
average in Tables V–VII) are further used to evaluate the
averaged PSNR and bit rate changes, respectively. Table V
shows the performance of the proposed APS and the proposed
HMD on all the auxiliary views (i.e., views 1, 3, 5, and 7),
respectively. Since Shen et al. [16] uses GDV to predict coding
information and is not applicable for the auxiliary views with
only forward inter-view prediction (i.e., view 7), Table VI
shows the performance comparison among [16], [19], and
the proposed algorithm on views 1, 3, and 5 (mark with *)
for having a fair comparison. Moreover, Table VII shows the
performance comparison among [17], [19], and the proposed
algorithm on all the auxiliary views (i.e., views 1, 3, 5, and 7).

From the results documented in Table V, compared with
the exhaustive mode decision in MVC, the proposed APS can
consistently reduce, on average, 49.41% computational com-
plexity with only 0.047 dB loss in BDPSNR and 1.73% bit rate
increment in BDBR, whereas the proposed HMD can decrease,
on average, 71.76% computational complexity with 0.072 dB
loss in BDPSNR and 2.24% bit rate increment in BDBR.
From the results shown in Table VII, the proposed fast MVC
algorithm that jointly uses APS and HMD, on average, con-
stantly achieves 82.87% computational time saving with only
0.084 dB loss in BDPSNR and 2.87% increment in BDBR
over various MVV sequences, compared with the exhaustive
mode decision in the MVC. Hence, it can be seen that jointly
using APS and HMD can achieve better performance than that
of separately using APS or HMD. Moreover, Fig. 8(a) and (b)
presents the RD curves of two MVV sequences Exit and
Jungle by the proposed fast MVC algorithm as examples. One
can see that the proposed algorithm is able to yield almost
the same RD performance as that of the exhaustive mode
decision in the MVC. Furthermore, it can be observed from
Tables VI and VII that the proposed fast MVC algorithm con-
sistently outperforms the state-of-the-art methods [16], [17],
[19] in terms of both computational complexity reduction and
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coding efficiency maintenance. In particular, compared with
[16], [17], and [19], 10.06%, 17.98%, and 5.29% higher com-
putational complexity reduction, 0.191, 0.203, and 0.023 dB
BDPSNR improvement and 6.95%, 7.62%, and 0.99% BDBR
bit rate reduction are achieved by the proposed algorithm,
respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an efficient fast MVC algorithm is proposed by
jointly using APS and HMD. In the first stage, four prediction
structures are designed to fit different contents of the input
MVV, and the most suitable prediction structure is chosen
among these four predesigned prediction structures based
on the characteristic of the current GOP. Then, considering
that the relationship between the RD cost and the size of
prediction modes is a unimodal function, an HMD scheme
is further developed to speed up the mode decision process.
Consequently, the encoding complexity reduction is achieved
by skipping those unnecessary inter-view predictions and those
unlikely prediction modes. Experimental results have shown
that compared with the exhaustive mode decision in MVC,
the proposed algorithm not only greatly reduces the compu-
tational complexity, but also keeps almost the same coding
efficiency. Furthermore, it has been verified that the proposed
algorithm consistently outperforms multiple state-of-the-art
methods.
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